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Watch all DVD movies in widescreen with stereo sound on your iPhone. You needn't to
purchase them from iTunes, you can take your own DVDs. In an independent review,Dicsoft
DVD to iPhone Converter was picked as the best DVD to iPhone converter, calling it "slick,
simple, and fairly cheap".

The converter features are easy to use, yet very powerful. Both audio and video formats can
be converted for iPhone. Supported audio converter operations include AAC, MP3.

Dicsoft DVD to iPhone Converter -  Give your the software it needs to offer the fastest
conversion speed possible. With an easy to learn interface and time-saving features, Dicsoft
DVD to iPhone Converter helps you transfer DVD into iPhone at one time .

Key Features

Convert DVD to iPhone
You can convert MPEG-1, MPEG-2, DVD/SVCD/VCD to MP4 format that can be played on
iPhone

Convert DVD to AAC MP3 audio
Support select subtitle and Audio Tack to Export.

 High Definition (or even Higher Quality) video
Support DVD to iPhone MP4 with Mini Size and best quality

High-Speed iPhone Converter
support DVD to iPhone MP4 files with quick speed and hight quality.

Parameter modification
Every format has a lot of parameters to define, even expertise parameters for advanced
users. Those parameters you have customized can be saved as a new profile.

Handy options
The DVD to Apple TV converter allows you to select subtitles and audio, to choose auto-
detect updates when running program, to let the computer shut down automatically.

Shut down computer when done
When you choose this option, the program will shut down your computer after the conversion
done.

System Requirements
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Minimum System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/ 2000
RAM : 256M
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above

Recommended System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/2003/Vista with all latest updates installed
RAM : 512M or higher
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above
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